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INTRODUCTION
Our changing ethics gradually led up to the idea of Universal Design claiming for an environment
accessible to all regardless of their ability or disability. But this approach is not applicable when it
comes to cultural heritage as a serious participant in this new equation is the site’s own significance.
And to make it even more complicated, our attitude towards the past also changes. It evolves as
people constantly recognise the contribution of increasingly diverse significant features. So we end
up with something like this: (human <-> access) + (human <-> heritage significance) = truly accessible
cultural environment.
Logically enough we need to rethink accessibility in terms of cultural heritage.
The issues on accessibility to archaeological sites are even more debatable with the constant increase
of the economic interest towards them (especially in recent years in Bulgaria). As Pearce suggests
“archaeology is an active project of persuasion, a rhetoric aimed at an audience, which necessarily
has a political or ideological character, intended either to disrupt or (more probably) to preserve the
present” (Pearce 1996). In order rather to preserve and ensure the compatibility of accessibility
interventions with “historical veracity, authenticity and integrity” (Laenen 1989), we need to
surmount the prejudices of our own time and to think out of the box for accessibility opportunities.
All in all, this is not just an argument about accessibility to archaeological sites but about our
approach to the accessibility to cultural heritage as an integrity of interweaved aspects and as a
continuous process of updating.

ON ACCESSIBILITY TO CULTURAL HERITAGE
Sure enough no one doubts that accessibility to cultural heritage has crucial importance. A genuine
interaction with a heritage site helps us understand and appreciate time and place (Uzzell 1996),
supports cultural development and fosters building social identities.
Nevertheless, the accessibility to cultural heritage is a relatively underestimated research field. A
number of lately developed specialised papers, national standards and guidelines (United Kingdom,
Ireland, Norway, Australia, New Zealand, USA) discuss primarily the needs of people with disabilities.
The general focus is on improving the physical access to heritage buildings and on providing some
possible solutions. From one of the first intentional efforts in the field (Martin 1997, Martin 1999),
the leading role of the heritage site significance is acknowledged and publications stress that no
access provision should endanger any valuable feature. Recently, a joint project of the central
heritage authorities in the Nordic countries (Sørmoen 2009) set a wider accessibility questions. The
report puts a greater emphasis on the “accessibility to knowledge and experience” by addressing the
topic with some practical examples. Internationally it is the ICOMOS Ename Charter (ICOMOS 2008)
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that adverts to the issue highlighting the need to facilitate both the physical and intellectual access to
cultural heritage sites using interpretation and presentation programmes. Indeed, heritage
interpretation and presentation is directly connected to accessibility and there are many publications
exploring the topic since the last decades of XX century. And today there is a growing international
concern on the need to improve also the “social, cultural and intellectual accessibility” for all
(Pouhere Taonga 2011). But despite the existing documents and literature the professional discourse
on accessibility to cultural heritage remains quite limited.
Moreover, in Bulgaria the attitude towards the accessibility to cultural heritage is still confined more
or less only to the provision of easier physical access to the environment and is focused mainly on
people with disabilities. The Law on the Spatial Planning together with Ordinance № 4 treat the need
for accessible physical environment, but without taking into account the specific cases of cultural
heritage. Although the Cultural Heritage Act guarantees the right to use heritage sites by providing
“physical and intellectual access to them without damaging or exposing them to any risk” (Article 3),
the broadening international understanding of accessibility to cultural heritage has not yet been
adequately assessed. We lack not only specialised documents addressing these specific issues but
also studies that cover the whole spectrum of aspects for a thoughtful accessibility to our cultural
heritage sites.
Accessibility refers to the ability to reach or obtain (Allen et al. 1995). It is dependent on our abilities
as human beings – motor, sensory, intellectual, intuitive, and even financial. These would logically
lead to different aspects of accessibility (Георгиева 2012):


physical or sensory – connected to our abilities to move, touch, see, hear, smell, and taste;



intellectual or cognitive – referring to our abilities to understand, gain knowledge,
appreciate, experience, use our intuition, even give way to our emotions;



economic – regarding the contemporary use for a continuous interaction with heritage sites,
but also the personal financial ability to afford access to them.

Paradoxically, when we deal with accessibility we mainly focus on the constraints emanating from
our disabilities, leaving quite a big range of opportunities coming from our abilities unexplored. Thus
in a way we ignore the most important player – the human.
Cultural heritage is recognised as such because of specific characteristics we, humans, consider
today as valuable. These can vary depending on the diverse cultural understandings of the societies
and most importantly on the need they feel to accept a heritage site as indispensable part of their
life. Logically the contemporary conservation approach requires any intervention to respect and
retain the significant features of the cultural heritage site. So professionals face lots of constraints
that emanate from the significance – some are immanent to the very nature of the heritage site;
others result from the acknowledged at the time of designing valuable characteristics.
And again when face the accessibility challenges the efforts are focused mostly on prudently
overcoming the constraints of the site significance, rather than on the wise use of the opportunities
originating from the site’s essence. Somehow anew we neglect the human – being once the creator,
now appreciator and user, and even possibly responsible for the enrichment of the cultural heritage
site.
These gaps explain the often one-sided attitude towards providing accessibility to cultural heritage
focused on eliminating physical obstacles. Therefore, no wonder that the concept of accessibility to
cultural heritage is in general limited to provision of means for a physical contact of disabled people
with the valuable site. Given the fact that mobility impairments are most demanding and that
covering the physical access needs is the most challenging conservation task as it often requires
intervention in the heritage site structure itself, this approach is understandable. But at the same
time it is quite alarming. On one side, emphasizing too much on physical disabilities we risk to ignore
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other human abilities and needs. On the other – beyond a certain point, ensuring physical
accessibility can lead to loss of knowledge about the heritage site and thus leaving it rather
inaccessible.
Clearly we need an alternative vision (fig. 1). A possible approach is to change the perspective and
focus on peoples’ abilities, rather not on their disabilities; to benefit as much as possible from the
cultural site’s characteristics for a better accessibility in all its aspects. Concentrating on human with
their cultural understandings and abilities would provide for a flexible approach rather than readymade and generalised solutions. Thus the opportunities deriving from our cultural understandings
and abilities would take their deserved leading role in ensuring adequate accessibility to cultural
heritage.

ON ARCHAEOLOGY AND ACCESSIBILITY
Archaeology is interpreted in dictionaries as “systematic scientific study of remains and monuments
of earlier periods” (Curl 1999). It refers to science that study human activity in the past and thus
reveals the culture of our ancestors. The archaeological sites indeed give us an idea of their
understandings and beliefs, daily routine and solemn rites. But most importantly, they give us a
sense of Time. Being in ruins is not damnation but history. A ruined (archaeological) site is not
marking a failed past but a result of sequence of events in the past. Therefore, there is no use posing
the question of wrong and right with ruins – they are just facts representing the course of time.
But despite these cogitations we witness a puzzling cultural decline today in Bulgaria. Ruins are often
considered uninteresting, dull, dangerous or even worse – disgraceful. This limited and tendentious
attitude towards the archaeological remains results in an unfair experiment not just with the past but
an experiment with the future. Poor examples include recent “reconstructions” of archaeological
sites without respecting authenticity and significant features.
The main reason – cultural heritage in Bulgaria and especially the archaeological sites are generally
accepted only as a means for tourism development. As a result, this consideration dictates a
misinterpreted conservation fashion in the past years. The excessive commercial approach does not
forget to provide for accessibility – of course the focus is on physical access for people with motor
impairments. Unfortunately, such “accessibility” causes irreversible damages to the archaeological
sites. Moreover, in a long-term perspective it would expectedly bring adverse effect even to tourist
industry, because of interventions that cause loss of history.
Cultural heritage sites are not equally accessible. Fortresses and fortifications for instance were
located and built in a way to be physically difficult to access. Underground facilities (for example
walk-through canals of the drainage and sewerage systems of the ancient towns) and tombs were
designed in a manner that makes them hard to recognise in the environment. Religious sites and
places of worship were erected to fulfil a specific experience only for a limited group of people with
certain beliefs (Георгиева 2012). Why then ignore these intrinsic accessibility features of the sites
and thus demystify their stories?
The difficult physical, visual, and social access was sought on purpose for utilitarian or cultural
reasons. Hence, the accessibility should be considered an important feature of these cultural sites’
identity, meaning, and significance.
In turn, accessibility to archaeological sites faces specific challenges because of their nature. These
sites come to our knowledge as a result of scientific excavations (in most of the cases) and profound
research. This would mean the remains are usually under the surface of the contemporary terrain.
And as a rule, these sites are in ruins – remnants of walls and floors, fallen columns, capitals,
architraves and other architectural elements, collapsed renderings and roofs, sometimes even only
footprints of structures.
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Unfortunately, there is a series of examples in Bulgaria where the myopic attitude towards human
abilities and disabilities together with the neglect of the aspects of accessibility as part of the sites’
uniqueness actually violate their significance. In most of the cases the blind following of the existing
(incomplete) legislation ends up into an urge to provide only for physical accessibility. The result is an
accessible (!?) but misunderstood archaeological site.
Physical or sensory accessibility to archaeological sites – being underground, within an
archaeological trench or on a high cliff – is apparently troubled, especially for people with walking
difficulties. The visibility of the ruined structures could also be quite limited. And in addition, serious
restrictions for moving and touching derive also from the instability of the remains.
A debatable example is the hill of Trapezitsa in the town of Veliko Tarnovo (Northern Bulgaria). After
the latest interventions the hill is crowned with the “archaeological remains” of a fortification wall
and is “decorated” with a quite visually obtrusive funicular (fig. 2). What we have gained: an easy
access to the hill to see the newly created ruin (!?), i.e. a false archaeological reality. What we have
lost: the original accessibility (the difficulty to climb the hill), the appearance of the landscape, the
pleasure of discovery and experience of an intact cultural environment from the past. The applied
approach not only creates confusion and imposes an apparent lie in contradiction with contemporary
conservation understandings, but also dooms a site to a general inaccessibility from the perspective
of experience and understanding.
Intellectual or cognitive accessibility is also facing a great challenge. The archaeological sites are
difficult for orientation in terms of scale – in many cases we only discover foundations, a higher wall
or two, some pavement or decoration. Hence, it is hard for the public to fully comprehend the
original purpose, to recreate a picture of the past, and to fully experience the place. That is why the
risk of possible misunderstanding is much higher for an archaeological site where it is more difficult
to really see beyond the fragments of the ruins. Multi-period sites are even more provoking and
often raise conflicts in their “right” presentation. Providing for their accessibility requires a very
thoughtful approach towards intellectual abilities to avoid any confusion and misleading
interpretation.
A quite notorious example is the conservation works on the so called “Ancient Cultural and
Communication Complex Serdika” in the heart of our capital Sofia. The archaeological research
gradually revealed a complex set of layers from all the different people that have lived here from the
Antiquity up to the end of XIX century. Surprisingly, the implementation only presents one period –
rebuilt in a high degree using the method of marking the new work with a coloured line (fig. 3). What
we have gained: a glimpse in a hole towards the town’s past with an idea of the dimensions of the
ancient premises and streets. What we have lost: the sense of millennia of cultural strata, the
perception of the multi-layered past, the understanding of many centuries, the palette of remains of
different societies with different beliefs, expressions, and skills.
Economic accessibility is another stumbling stone for archaeological sites as recently in Bulgaria we
only see them as attractions for tourists. Such an approach may lead to the alienation of the local
residents from their heritage.
An example of badly understood economic accessibility is Hotalich medieval town and fortress near
the town of Sevlievo (Northern Bulgaria). The locals loved to visit the site for leisure and relaxation,
but they stopped doing that because of the introduced admission fee after the latest works (fig. 4).
What we have gained: a neat tourist site with a convenient parking and information centre. What we
have lost: the way local people make sense of and perceive their heritage, the everyday interaction
with the site that encourages their appreciation and support to cultural heritage.
These examples (discussing only some aspects of accessibility without pretending for a profound
analysis of implemented conservation) outline several critical issues.
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Firstly, as stated above, we focus primarily on providing “barrier free environment for all visitors”
(Martin 1999) and thus concentrating on human disabilities instead of benefiting as much as possible
from our huge range of abilities.
Secondly, we still do not consider the accessibility to a heritage site as part of its significance. Thus
we miss accessibility opportunities deriving from the immanent nature of the archaeological ruins.
Therefore, providing accessibility in all its aspects is not considered an integral part of the whole
conservation process, but is seen as the necessary appendage for every conservation project. This
model of thinking logically results in a constant struggle with the constraints instead of using the
opportunities.
And thirdly, when working with archaeological sites, we follow an initial creed that the public needs a
clear volumetric visualisation of the place – a building or other structure as it was in the past. But
probably the expectations are such only because of the approaches applied so far. Maybe the old
structures do not need a resurrection, but a remembrance. Maybe the public needs to experience
namely an archaeological site that we discover unearth – a jigsaw puzzle of physical remains, which
witness the pass of centuries.
The author’s personal belief is that ruins can give a chance of a profound understanding of the past
just the way we found them. Providing accessibility to archaeological sites could be therefore
considered as an effort to communicate a real sense of archaeology. And an archaeological site in its
uniqueness hides opportunities to look for unconventional solutions for accessibility – solutions that
engage the diverse human abilities and provoke personal exploration of past realities.

SENSING ARCHAEOLOGY: BUHOVO MONASTERY CASE
The Buhovo Monastery of St Mary Magdalene is part of one of the great monastic areas in Bulgaria,
known as Little Holy Mountain surrounding the capital Sofia. The monastery is part of its northern arc
lying at the foot of the southern slopes of the Balkan mountain range.
The recent archaeological studies2 fully revealed the previously known Early Christian basilica and for
the first time explored in detail all its layers. They also revealed the foundations of one of the
monastery buildings from the post-liberation period (late XIX – early XX century).
First impressions and historical background
During our team’s3 first visits we found quite a humble but very lively place nestled in abundant
greenery atop a hill – a green oasis within the surrounding rural landscape (fig. 5). At the highest
area, around a small church (1881) and the ruins of the excavated Early Christian basilica (IV-V
century) there were: a shed next to a newer (2000-2002) building – to the north; a small house – a
modern (2000-2002) replica of the older monastery house – to the west; newly constructed (2011)
toilets, an old stone bed water fountain and an open fireplace – to the south; and stone foundations
of old monastery buildings (end of XIX – beginning of XX) – to the south and to the east (fig. 6). As
spring had just began, there were also people coming for picnic and rest in the lawn of the
monastery. Every summer four religious celebrations gather many people of the nearby town of
2

The existence of a visible old structure is documented in the summer or 1915 by Petar Mutafchiev. Later, in
1932, Vera Ivanova led the first planned field studies and her team identified the full plan of an old basilica. At
the end of the XX century another team – Dora Dimitrova, Zdravka Ganeva, Galena Stoyanova, Luydmila
Stavreva – documented the whole monastery complex. The latest archaeological research was held in three
consecutive stages (2013, 2014, and 2015) under the lead of Snezhana Goryanova.
3

In 2015, a team from the University of Architecture, Civil Engineering and Geodesy under the lead of Dr. Arch.
Donika Georgieva developed a profound research of the whole monastery site and a project for conservation
and presentation of the archaeological structures. The actual conservation works took place in the summer of
2016.
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Buhovo together. The church opens for a liturgy that ends with the blessing of waters in front of it –
actually within the nave of the basilica (fig. 7). Every celebration is accompanied by an offering
(kurban), prepared around the fireplace. People are all over the place: under the shed, used as a kind
of refectory with its long wooden tables and benches; around the scattered on the periphery of the
elongated lawn groups of benches with tables; or right on the grass under the shadows of the trees.
Looking in literature, talking to locals and thanks to the latest archaeological studies, we managed to
trace back the history of the site (fig. 8).
The Early Christian basilica was probably erected in the middle of the IV century and functioned by
the end of VI or the beginning of the VII century. The structure is possibly a descendant of an earlier
temple (Christian or pagan) – assumed because of the discovered stone wall, near the basilica apse.
The recent studies associate the erection of the basilica with the grave of a man in the square room
at the southern wall of the basilica.
Most likely the ruins of the basilica were clearly legible and were recognised as a sacred place,
because the site was used as a necropolis in the period XIII-XVII century.
In the XIX century, the hill with the basilica continued to be revered as a sacred place, even though
the ruins had already been almost completely hidden from view. Driven by dreams, visions and
legends, local people unearthed parts of the old walls. As a statement of continuity in 1881 a small
modest church was built in the eastern part of the central nave of the basilica occupying most of the
altar. Probably this was also the time of the erection of the first bell tower and the first monastic
buildings, which marked the beginning of the monastery complex of St. Mary Magdalene.
During the first half of the XX century the monastery complex developed, some of the buildings were
demolished and rebuilt (under unknown circumstances), new ones were erected. Following the
tradition of the XIX century, the religious celebrations continued to take place.
The second half of the XX century is associated with the presence of troops, which may have led to a
short break of traditions and to almost complete obliteration of the superstructure of the basilica. In
the 1970s the monastery again was home of nuns, but in late 1980s the place ceased to function as a
monastery, the buildings fell into disuse and gradual destruction.
Since 2000 the interest was resumed and with voluntary efforts the locals rebuilt the house to the
west, erected the small building and the shed to the north, and built a toilet near the demolished
house to the south. Although the place no longer functioned as a monastery and the walls of the
Early Christian basilica were covered with grass, the tradition of honouring the religious celebrations
gradually revived. Today offerings are held four times a year. The monastery is also a popular place
for day trips and picnics.
Working on site and communicating with the locals
The true understanding of the site we acquired during our numerous visits there. We had the great
opportunity to work on the project on-site while the archaeological team was completing the
excavations in the summer of 2015. This gave us the chance to discuss in a multidisciplinary
environment the different hypotheses for the basilica and to comprehend the variety of values.
Moreover, being there, we managed to communicate with the locals during the religious
celebrations, with the occasional visitors and with the responsible authorities. This was an
opportunity to comprise the interests of all stakeholders and to build up an idea of their (in some
aspects different) requirements and expectations.
A key conclusion from the interviews we made was that the site is generally well recognised – people
come here often, they love it and honour it for its holiness. For the locals the monastery is a getaway
from the daily routine, it brings them closer to nature and offers peace. They do not see the
monastery’s past and its vestiges as a lucrative business and their general belief is that this should be
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a place for everyone. While most of the interviewed authorities gave priority to tourism and to the
archaeological discoveries.
The challenges of the accessibility
The challenges of the accessibility derive from the intrinsic values of the site together with the
internal sensibility of the people for the place – both bearers of its significance. We needed to fairly
balance “the right to accessibility and the right to history and knowledge” (Sørmoen 2009).
The archaeological excavations left a vast earthwork on the highest part around the church – the
most usable and sacred space making it quite difficult for movement. Moreover, the archaeological
substance revealed mostly the foundations of the basilica leaving it almost inapprehensible for nonprofessionals (fig. 9). But despite the discomfort people continued to gather in front of the church
and under the shed, risking stumbling and also endangering the stability of the authentic structures.
And the Buhovo monastery has much more to tell as the complete preserved foundations of the
basilica – a representative of the earliest Christian churches in our lands – are just one of the aspects
of its significance. It is a place that lives thanks to the people: an informal heritage, real and human.
It reveals a spatial and functional continuity of the sacred function: a probable earlier temple – a
basilica – a monastery complex with a church. It also reveals a strong relationship of intangible and
tangible as its importance lies to a high degree in intangible aspects – traditions, legends, continuing
spiritual significance for the people today. The whole site is an organic symbiosis of spatial
organisation, scale, function and natural beauty, revealing an unspoilt national Christian tradition, of
comfort and relaxation. The modest and unpretentious architectural image of buildings naturally fits
in the informal character of the site.
The combined demands of protect the ruins, provide mobility and comprehension to the heritage
site, ensure continuation of the traditional usage required complex approach to the accessibility. We
were discussing questions like: how people could reach the old structures?; what would they like to
learn from a ruined site?; what message we want to transmit to the visitors?; why shouldn’t we
communicate the archaeological act?; should we leave the enigma of the many legends, though the
archaeological research disproved most of them?; and many others.
After all we were looking for a meaningful accessibility which follows the people’s abilities and which
is inspired by the monastery’s significant features in order to provide for a richer experience and a
fresh understanding of heritage.
Providing effective accessibility
Our aim was to provide a real sense of archaeology incorporated within the integral significance of
the monastery. We felt as our duty to “bring history to life by use the remaining archaeological
evidence” in order to portray the “reality of the past” and to “communicate site’s human history”
(Sivan 1997). And although the newly excavated archaeological remains were the actual trigger for
interventions, we could not ignore all the other elements, functions, and living traditions in order to
provide the most adequate accessibility based on informed choices.
Inspired by the opportunities of the site we developed five key principles of intervention (fig. 10).
(1) Respect for all cultural layers and spiritual values (fig. 11). The interventions highlight the
superposition of the three temples in their most sacred spaces (altar and probable tomb) and
elements (apses): early semicircular structure (supposedly a holy place before IV century); Early
Christian basilica (IV – V century); the small church (XIX century). We seek also for compliance with
the traditionally established spaces for active uses: religious celebrations, offerings, recreation.
(2) Minimal conservation intervention (fig. 12). The protection of the original structures is limited in
height and is concentrated in the areas representing the key features of the basilica. One layer of
stone fully follows the existing silhouette of the walls and does not hinder the movement of people.
The original structures unsuitable for exposure are reburied and interpreted on the terrain.
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(3) Provide adequate sensory accessibility (fig. 13). The proposed modelling of the terrain secures the
original structures, allows the usual mobility for the use of traditionally established spaces and the
access to the church of St. Mary Magdalene, preserves the authentic landscape layout.
(4) Ensure intuitive cognitive accessibility (fig. 14). Firstly, the readability of the overall structure of
the basilica – its plan, size, and location can be easily recognized. Secondly, the project ensures the
optimal expression of specific elements to enable the visitor to imagine the significant volume of the
basilica, to discover the spaces of the basilica and to feel the sacredness of the altar space. Thirdly,
the terrain modelling is also used to enhance the archaeological nature of the basilica – namely an
ancient structure that today we reveal underground. The terrain is “pushed” to withdraw in some
areas to reveal the old structure that it hides. And finally, a clear distinction is made between original
archaeological elements and interpreted ones.
(5) Use of modest design and materials corresponding to the site’s informality (fig. 15). Interventions
provide maximum reuse of existing original building materials – stone and ceramic debris –
uncovered during the archaeological research and stored on site. The newly introduced elements
(reconstruction of the shed, interpretation of a step and pillars of the basilica) feature utilitarian
simplicity, uncomplicated details and basic materials (stone, building ceramics, wood, metal). The
terrain would gradually return to its natural character – a green lawn – one of the specifics of the
entire monastery complex.
Implementation
Another act of continuity is the active participation of locals in the whole process. People from the
nearby town of Buhovo were involved in the excavations and further took part in the conservation
works.
The provision for complex accessibility was an integral part of the whole project. We looked for
thousands of little gestures instead of one big act. So our role as architects here was to act as
invisible as possible leaving the feeling of minimal external intervention in tone of the existing
activities. Hopefully we achieved a new sense of archaeology for the people, a new upgraded
meaning of the site, which triggers the perceptions of time, space, and scale.

CONCLUSION
The accessibility to cultural heritage today would mean a possibility for every human to visit,
appraise, experience, and use the heritage site in a personal unique manner. In this perspective the
different aspects of accessibility are increasingly becoming more crucial for the understanding of a
cultural heritage site as a whole.
Archaeological sites challenge even more the provision of complex accessibility because of their
ruined and fragmented character. And in most cases we forget to rethink the immanent nature of
archaeological ruins in terms of accessibility as a valuable characteristic. But by giving careful
consideration to the opportunities deriving both from the range of human abilities and from the
essence of the ruins as an integral part of the whole conservation process, a new (and much more
real) perception of an archaeological structure could be provided for the visitor.
The provocation therefore when ensuring accessibility especially to archaeological sites revolves
around one main issue: how to wisely use their meaning of hidden underground structures of past
civilizations to convey a real sense of archaeology. Maybe thus we may truly communicate the
accumulation of layers and cultural traces of different people. The results can be unexpectedly good.
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Illustrations

Fig. 1 Accessibility to cultural heritage: an alternative vision (scheme: Donika Georgieva)

Fig. 2 View of the funicular going uphill towards the new “archaeological remains”, August 2016
(photo: Donika Georgieva)
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Fig. 3 View from north of the “Ancient Cultural and Communication Complex Serdika” during the
works, September 2015 (photo: Miroslav Velkov)

Fig. 4 View of the ruins of the lower town with the new paths and leisure spaces, August 2016
(photo: Miroslav Velkov)
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Fig. 5 View from southwest towards the Buhovo monastery hill, September 2015 (photo: Miroslav
Velkov)

Fig. 6 Aerial view of the Buhovo Monastery of St Mary Magdalene with the excavated area of the
Early Christian basilica, September 2014 (photo: Ivo Vaisov and team, scheme: Donika Georgieva)
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Fig. 7 Blessing of waters in front of the church within the nave of the basilica during the final stage of
archaeological excavations, 22 July 2015 – St. Mary Magdalene's Day (photo: Donika Georgieva)

Fig. 8 Hypothetical development of the Buhovo Monastery (schemes: Donika Georgieva, Miroslav
Velkov)
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Fig. 9 Unfolded spherical panorama – view from west, July 2015 (photo: Miroslav Velkov and team
from the University of Architecture, Civil Engineering and Geodesy)

Fig. 10 Buhovo Monastery: key principles of intervention (schemes: Donika Georgieva, Miroslav
Velkov)
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Fig. 11 The highlighted superposition of the three temples, view from northeast, July 2016 (photo:
Miroslav Velkov)

Fig. 12 View of the altar from southeast before (2015) and after (2016) the conservation works
(photos: Miroslav Velkov)
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Fig. 13 View from west after the conservation works, during the blessing of waters in front of the
church in August 2016 (photo: Donika Georgieva)

Fig. 15 View from northwest towards the nave of the basilica after the conservation works and the
implementation of the newly introduced elements, August 2016 (photo: Miroslav Velkov)
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Fig. 14 View from southwest before (2015) and after (2016) the conservation works during religious
celebrations (photos: Miroslav Velkov)
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